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PHYSICAL REVIEW B, VOLUME 64, 184523
Vortex pinning by natural linear defects in thin films of YBa 2Cu3O7Àd

F. C. Klaassen, G. Doornbos, J. M. Huijbregtse, R. C. F. van der Geest, B. Dam, and R. Griessen
Faculty of Sciences, Division of Physics and Astronomy, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Nethe

~Received 1 February 2001; published 25 October 2001!

The behavior of the superconducting current densityj s(B,T) and the dynamical relaxation rateQ(B,T) of
YBa2Cu3O72d thin films exhibits a number of features typical for strong pinning of vortices by growth induced
linear defects. At low magnetic fieldsj s(B) and Q(B) are constant up to a characteristic fieldB* , that is
directly proportional to the linear defect densityndisl . The pinning energyUc(B50)'600 K can be explained
by half-loop excitations determining the thermal activation of vortices at low magnetic fields. Extending the
Bose glass theory@D. R. Nelson and V. M. Vinokur, Phys. Rev. B48, 13 060~1993!#, we derive a different
expression for the vortex pinning potential« r(R), which is valid for all defect sizes and describes its renor-
malization due to thermal fluctuations. With this expression we explain the temperature dependence of the true
critical current densityj c(0,T) and of the pinning energyUc(0,T) at low magnetic fields. At high magnetic
fields m0H@B* the current density experiences a power law behaviorj s(B);Ba, with a'20.58 for films
with low ndisl and a'20.8 to 21.1 for films with high ndisl . The pinning energy in this regime,
Uc(high B)'60– 200 K is independent of magnetic field, but depends on the dislocation density. This implies
that vortex pinning is still largely determined by the linear defects, even when the vortex density is much larger
than the linear defect density. Our results show that natural linear defects in thin films form an analogous
system to columnar tracks in irradiated samples. There are, however, three essential differences:~i! typical
matching fields are at least one order of magnitude smaller,~ii ! linear defects are smaller than columnar tracks,
and~iii ! the distribution of natural linear defects is nonrandom, whereas columnar tracks are randomly distrib-
uted. Nevertheless the Bose glass theory, that has successfully described many properties of pinning by
columnar tracks, can be applied also to thin films. A better understanding of pinning in thin films is thus useful
to put the properties of irradiated samples in a broader perspective.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.184523 PACS number~s!: 74.60.Ge, 74.60.Jg, 74.76.Bz
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I. INTRODUCTION

In high-Tc superconducting YBa2Cu3O72d thin films,
very high critical currents up to 1012 A m22 are observed.
This is roughly two orders of magnitude higher than in hi
quality single crystals, and comparable to the depairing c
rent j 0 . These current densities indicate that a large amo
of correlateddefects is present in thin films, providing fo
strong vortex pinning.1 In single crystals vortices are onl
weakly pinned by randomly distributed point defects. Stro
vortex pinning is an important aspect for high-Tc applica-
tions, but the nature of the defect responsible for the
served large current densities in thin films remained un
solved for a long time. Many different defects can act a
strong pinning source:2 twin boundaries,3 ~low angle! grain
boundaries,4 large extended precipitates5 or oxygen
vacancies,6 surface roughness,7,8 and ~screw! dis-
locations.6,9–12The effect of grain boundaries was studied
films grown on bicrystal substrates,13,14 while the effect of
antiphase boundaries was studied on films grown on mi
substrates.15 Other groups sought ways to explainj c by ar-
tificially introducing various types of defects, such as colu
nar defects,16–18 antidots19,20 or ~magnetic! impurities.21–25

Most studies are based on samples with anartificially in-
duceddefect structure, by using doping or heavy ion irrad
tion, or specially chosen~miscut, bicrystal! substrates in or-
der to study various pinning mechanisms. However,
reason for the near to perfect pinning properties, i.e.,j c. j 0
of high quality as-grownfilms remained unexplained for
long time.
0163-1829/2001/64~18!/184523~20!/$20.00 64 1845
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The most extensively studied method to increase the c
cal current density, especially of single crystals, is the ir
diation by heavy ions.26 The columnar tracks with diamete
D;50– 100 Å that are formed constitute effective line
pinning centers. As a result the critical current increases
more than one order of magnitude, while the irreversibil
line shifts to higher fields. This behavior can be understo
within the Bose glass theory.27 However, even after heavy
ion radiation the critical current of single crystals is still co
siderably lower than in thin films. Moreover, i
YBa2Cu3O72d thin films, where the critical current density i
already close to the depairing current~up to j c'0.25j 0 at
T54.2 K!, the introduction of artificial defects proved to b
less effective, sincej s is increased by typically a factor 2–
at low temperatures, depending on the type
irradiation.28–30Only at temperatures close toTc the effect is
larger due to the shift of the irreversibility line.

In order to identify the mechanism responsible for stro
pinning in as-grownthin films it is essential to analyze sys
tematically and quantitatively the intrinsic pinning properti
in connection with the defect structure. In an early attemp
relate the critical current to the number of dislocation
growth spirals were taken as a measure for the numbe
natural linear defects.9,10,31However, as the formation of spi
rals is a growth kinetic process, screw dislocations do
always form growth spirals. This is evident from pulsed las
deposited~PLD! YBa2Cu3O72d films, which always have
high critical currents although the formation of growth sp
rals is usually prohibited by the growth conditions.32 More-
over, edge dislocations pin vortices equally well, as w
©2001 The American Physical Society23-1
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F. C. KLAASSENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 184523
shown by Diazet al.,14 who considered vortex pinning by
low angle grain boundary consisting of a dense row of e
dislocations. This indicates that the as-grown surface m
phology is not a proper measure for the linear defect den

As an alternative model, Mezzettiet al.33 relate pinning in
thin YBa2Cu3O72d films to the island structure of the films
It is assumed that the islands are separated by planar de
situated in the trenches between the islands. Planar def
for example low angle grain boundaries or~hidden! weak
links, can have strong pinning properties. They can be ef
tively described as a network of Josephson junctions, wh
the critical current of each junction is given by a Fraunhof
like expression.13 Mezzetti et al. fit the measured magneti
field dependence of the critical current densityj s(B) to a
distribution in the length of these Josephson junctions. Th
approach fits the experimentally observed current den
j s(B) well at intermediate temperatures, but no proof
given of the actual existence of such a network of pla
defects in thin YBa2Cu3O72d films. Moreover, this mode
does not explain the temperature dependence ofj s and B*
nor the field dependence at low (T,0.3Tc) temperatures.

Recently34 we developed a technique to determine the l
ear defect densityndisl of both screw and edge dislocations
thin YBa2Cu3O72d films. We proved that upon wet chemic
etching in a 1% Br in ethanol solution both type of disloc
tions form etch pits. Measuring the superconducting curr
density j s(B) at T54.2 K, we find a plateau below a cha
acteristic fieldB* . The size of this plateau is directly pro
portional to the dislocation densityndisl with a proportional-
ity constant 0.7F0 . From this we conclude that, at low
magnetic fields, dislocations are the most important pinn
source in thin YBa2Cu3O72d films, and that every defect ca
pin one vortex.

In this paper we present a systematic study on the be
ior of the superconducting current densityj s(B,T) and the
magnetic relaxationQ(B,T) in YBa2Cu3O72d films. We
demonstrate the existence of a matching effect in the re
ation, similar to that inj s(B). The magnitude of the zero
field pinning energy we measured,Uc(B50)'600 K, sug-
gests that half-loop excitations are the elementary vortex
citations in thin films at low magnetic fields. Moreover,
appears that far aboveB* the critical current is still deter-
mined by ~collective! strong pinning due to linear defect
We focus on the behavior at low temperaturesT&70 K,
since at higher temperatures the true critical current den
j c cannot be easily related to the measured supercondu
current densityj s . Moreover, at temperatures close toTc the
vortex glass transition and the melting transition have
ready been investigated extensively by many groups.35–37

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the main theoretical concepts used to explain our resu
Section III is devoted to the preparation of the films and t
description of the experimental techniques. In Sec. IV
present the general features of YBa2Cu3O72d films, in terms
of the current densityj s , the relaxation rateQ, and the pin-
ning energyUc . Section V is devoted to a discussion main
in terms of the Bose glass theory. We explain the obser
temperature dependence ofj c(B50,T) and Uc(T) and we
show that for small defects thermal fluctuations lead to
18452
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stronger renormalization of the pinning potential than w
assumed before. This could explain the strong decreas
B* (T) with temperature, both in thin films and in irradiate
crystals. In Sec. VI we summarize our results and give
overview of the remaining questions.

II. THEORY

In single crystals the pinning and dynamics of vortices
described by the theory of weak collective pinning.38,39 A
single vortex is pinned by many pinning centers, that
randomly distributed and have a random pinning force. T
vortex tries to increase its pinning energy by taking adv
tage of as many pinning centers as possible, and second
vortex wants to remain straight in order to minimize its ela
tic energy. As a result of this competition between pinni
and elastic energy, the vortex breaks up in correlated pie
of lengthLc , the correlation length. This picture works ve
well in describing the situation in single crystals of high-Tc
superconductors, but it is not appropriate for strong pinni
Particularly, it cannot explain the plateau like features
j c(B) observed in thin films at low magnetic fields, nor th
strong magnetic field dependence ofj c(B) at high magnetic
fields. In the case of strong pinning, vortices are pinned o
their full length by an extended defect, that locally su
presses the superconducting order parameter. The Bose
theory27 has successfully described the strong pinning res
of irradiated single crystals. We will show that the sam
theory can also be applied to describe pinning by natu
linear defects in thin films. The essential parameter in t
description is the ratiox[r r /&j between the radius of a
linear defectr r and the vortex core&j. In thin films both
quantities are comparable in size, which complicates the
scription appreciably.

A. Strong pinning by linear defects

The irradiation of single crystals or films with heavy ion
creates columnar tracks where the crystal structure is hea
distorted, causing a suppression of the superconducting o
parameter. Also the core of a dislocation in thin films
characterized by a strong deformation of the crystal latt
and a corresponding suppression of the order param
Mkrtchyan and Shmidt40 calculated the pinning properties o
a cylindrical hole in a superconductor, which provides
accurate description for large linear defectsx@1. Nelson and
Vinokur27,41 observed that the problem of linear defect pi
ning is analogous to the quantum problem of interact
bosons in two dimensions, trapped in a static random po
tial. Due to this analogy many properties of the vortex s
tem can be derived easily and this so-called Bose g
theory gives an accurate description of strong pinning
columnar or linear defects. In this section we describe
main aspects of the Bose glass theory, that are relevan
vortex pinning in thin films. We mainly follow the descrip
tion used by Blatteret al.,42 which is completely analogou
to the original paper by Nelson and Vinokur.27 In the next
section we derive a general formula for the pinning poten
« r(R), which is valid whenx'1 as well.
3-2
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VORTEX PINNING BY NATURAL LINEAR DEFECTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184523
The starting point in the Bose glass theory is, that at l
magnetic fields a single vortex is strongly pinned by a lin
~columnar! defect. The vortices can freely accommodate
the lattice of pinning sites until the shear energy exceeds
pinning energy per unit length« r . Then a crossover to a
collective pinning regime occurs at the crossover or acco
modation field:43

B* '4~« r /«0!BF , ~1!

with «05F0
2/4pm0l2 a characteristic vortex energy per un

length andBF[ndislF0 is the matching field, at which the
vortex density exactly equals the defect density.

Experimentally, the matching fieldBF can be determined
unambiguously from the irradiation dose or, in the case
dislocation pinning in thin films, by counting the number
etchpits.44 The accommodation field is determined by t
interaction between the vortex lattice and the defect latt
In thin films it marks the end of a plateau in the critic
current density. The size of the plateau is determined ei
by using an empirical fit ofj s(B),34 or the simple criterion
j s(B* )/ j s(0)50.9.33 In this paper we use the term chara
teristic field forB* , as in Ref. 34, to denote the fitted size
the plateau ofj s(B). In irradiated single crystals a platea
has not been observed. InsteadB* has been defined as th
field that marks the transition of the field dependence of
critical current from an exponential decrease towardsj s(B)
}1/B. Alternatively, a similar value forB* (T) was derived
from the maximum ind ln js/dTuB .45 The absence of a pla
teau in j s is attributed to strong vortex-vortex interactions
the matching field~note that the typical distance between t
columnar tracksdr'20– 50 nm!l!. In this films vortex-
vortex interactions are less important at the matching fie
because the linear defects in films are much further a
dr*l.

In the limit of very large,x@1, and very small defects
x!1, the pinning potential yields42

« r~R!5
«0

2
lnS 12

r r
2

R2D for x@1, ~2!

« r~R!52
«0

2

r r
2

R212j2 for x!1, ~3!

with R the distance of the vortex from the center of t
pinning site. The critical current densityj c is determined by
the balance between the Lorentz force and the maxim
pinning force2d« r /dRumax. Since the pinning potential di
verges in Eq.~2! at R5r r , a cutoff of« r(R). ln(rr /&j) was
introduced to determinej c for large defects, givingf pin
'« r /&j. The critical current density is now

j c5
3)

4&
j 0. j 0 , for x@1, ~4!

j c5
27&

64 S r r

2j~T! D
2

j 0 , for x!1. ~5!
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B. The pinning potential « r„R… for xÉ1

When the vortex core and the defect size are compara
the solutions, given by Eqs.~2! and ~3!, are not applicable.
The expressions~2! and ~3! connect only forR→`, i.e.,
when the vortex is far away from the linear defect, where
for R&r r , i.e., when the vortex is pinned in the defect, bo
equations deviate strongly. Note, that since the cohere
length j(T) increases with temperature, there is always
crossover in behavior fromx.1 to x,1. In thin films the
defect core is typically of the order of a few Burgers vecto
which would giver r'2 – 3 nm for screw dislocations, some
what larger thanj~0!. This shows that a general equation
needed, which is valid not only for very large or very sm
defects, but also whenx'1. This is in fact also true for
columnar tracks, that have a radiusr r.3 – 5 nm not much
larger than the coherence length.

To obtain the pinning potential for all defect sizes w
calculate how much the order parameter is reduced at
position of the defect. For a vortex which has its center a
positionR from the center of the defect, put at the origin
the coordinate system, the pinning potential is

« r~R!52
1

2
m0Hc

2E E @12uC~ ur2Ru!u2#r dr dq, ~6!

with uC(ur2Ru)u2 the size of the superconducting order p
rameter at a point~r, q!, and the integration done over th
full defect. Taking for the vortex coreC(ur2Ru)5C(R8)
5 f (R8)exp@iw#, with f (R8)5R8/(R8212j2)1/2 ~from Ref.
46!, we obtain~see Appendix A for a derivation!

« r~R!52
«0

2 H F1

2 S&j

uRu D ~r r
22R212j2!

2j2 G
2F1

2 S&j

uRu D ~2R212j2!

2j2 G J . ~7!

The depth of the pinning potential atR50 is given by

« r~0!'2
«0

2
lnF11

r r
2

2j2G52
«0

2
ln@11x2#. ~8!

Note that Eq.~8! is exactly the interpolation formula, pro
posed by Nelson and Vinokur. In Fig. 1 the pinning pote
tials according to Eq.~7! are drawn forr r52j and r r5j,
together with their Taylor’s expansion to lowest order, a
the results for large and smallx, given by Eqs.~2! and~3!. In
the limit of largeR Eq. ~7! correctly approaches the theore
ical results derived in Refs. 40 and 39. The depth of
potential, Eq.~8!, is smaller than in Eqs.~2! and ~3! when
r r'j, but for very small and very largex it correctly ap-
proaches Eq.~3! and the cutoff of Eq.~2!.

C. Temperature effects

There are two effects that determine the temperature
pendence ofj c(T). The first is an intrinsic temperature de
pendence, due to the parametersl(T) and j(T). Equations
~4! and ~5! directly lead to
3-3
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F. C. KLAASSENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 184523
j c~T!'1/„l2~T!jn~T!…, ~9!

with n51 andn53 for large and small defects, respective
For the real pinning potential, Eq.~7!, one can show that the
maximum pinning forcef max52d«r /dRumax'2d«r /dRuR5rr

.

The relative error in this approximationD f max/fmax is less
than 4% forx.0.6, and using this approximation we find fo
the critical current density

j c~T!'
«0

2F0j

1

r r
S r r

21j2

A2r r
21j2

2j D
5

3)

8 S r r
21j2

r rA2r r
21j2

2
j

r r
D j 0~T!. ~10!

Note that the prefactor beforej 0(T) is an increasing function
of r r , which means that the maximum pinning force i
creases with increasing defect size. Equation~10! is not a
convenient expression, but it can be fitted toj c(T)
;1/„l2(T)jn(T)…, with n a fit parameter ranging fromn
51 ton53, depending on the defect size. In other words E
~9!, describingj c(T) for very large or very small defects, ca
be used generally for all defect sizes, withn reflecting the
crossover from very large~x@1, n51! to very small defects
~x!1, n53!.

The second effect influencingj c(T) are thermal fluctua-
tions. Due to the confinement of the vortices onto the th
pinning sites, the loss of entropy reduces the effective p
ning depth of the pinning potential. The influence of therm
~entropic! fluctuations was calculated by taking a square w
of depth «̃ r and extensionb0[max(rr&j) as the vortex
pin potential,42 giving for the pinning energy per unit lengt
« r(T). «̃ r„(12(T/T̃dp

r )2
… for low temperatures, where«̃ r is

the depth of the pinning potential without thermal fluctu
tions, andT̃dp

r [b0A« l« r is the depinning energy~for conve-
nience we have omitted the Boltzmann constantkB!. Note

FIG. 1. Vortex-pinning potentials forr r52j and r r5j. Solid
lines are the true pinning potentials, given by Eq.~7!. Dashed lines
are the theoretical calculations for large defects, by Mkrtchyan
Shmidt ~Ref. 40! and for small defects, by Blatteret al. ~Ref. 39!.
Dotted lines denote the lowest order Taylor’s expansion Eq.~11!,
which is used to calculate the effect of thermal fluctuations.
18452
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that the depinningenergy is temperature dependent itse
T̃dp

r (T);1/l2(T), and we haveT̃dp
r (Tdp)[Tdp , with Tdp

the depinningtemperature. For very large defects it is rea
sonable to approach« r(R), given by Eq.~2!, with a square
well potential, but in general the form of the pinning pote
tial is different. To calculate the effect of thermal fluctuatio
at low temperatures we use the Taylor’s expansion of Eq.~7!
to lowest order, i.e.,

« r~R!'« r~R50!1
«0

2

r r
2

~r r
212j2!2 R2, ~11!

which is a harmonic oscillator potential. From the eigenv
ues of the harmonic oscillator and the correct boson-vor
mapping~see Appendix B for a derivation!, we obtain

« r~T!. «̃ r~12T/T̃dp
r ! at low T. ~12!

The thermal fluctuation factor is now linear inT/T̃dp
r , indi-

cating that thermal fluctuations have a stronger effect on
pinning potential than was assumed in the Bose glass the
An estimate for the depinning energy at zero temperatu
taking « l5« r50.2«0 and b05r r52j, yields T̃dp

r '400 K
@Tc . This indicates, that at low temperaturesT,0.5Tc the
effect of thermal fluctuations in thin YBa2Cu3O72d films will
not be very large, although the strong temperature dep
dence ofB* (T) could indicate thatT̃dp

r (0) is lower~see the
discussion in Sec. V B!. Upon approaching the depinnin
temperature Tdp the depinningenergy T̃dp

r (T);1/l2(T) de-
creases quickly and thermal fluctuations reduce the effec
pinning strength considerably.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

YBa2Cu3O72d thin films were deposited by means o
pulsed laser deposition~PLD! on ~100! SrTiO3 substrates.47

The PLD system consists of a KrF excimer laser~wavelength
248 nm, pulse time 30 ns, frequency 5 Hz! and a UHV sys-
tem in combination with projection optics to ensure a s
ichiometric deposition from the YBa2Cu3O72d target. By us-
ing different substrate temperatures during deposit
betweenTsub'700 °C andTsub'850 °C we are able to tune
reproducibly the island size of the films betweenD
580 nm toD5500 nm.44 The films are allc-axis oriented
and have a thickness ofd'140 nm. XRD analysis shows
good overall crystallinity of all films. Thec axis of the films
c511.68(3) Å is very close to the single crystal value
11.677 Å, while the~005! rocking curve full width at half
maximumDv (005)&0.1°. The average transition temperatu
Tc , measured resistively using a four point method,Tc
590.4 K with a standard deviation of 0.4 K and a typic
transition width DTc&0.5 K.48 To determine the defec
structureand the pinning properties of the same film, we c
each film into four pieces. For critical current measureme
one piece was patterned by standard UV photolithogra
into a ring of typically 3–5 mm in diameter and 125–50
mm width. In this geometry we can safely assume a w

d

3-4
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VORTEX PINNING BY NATURAL LINEAR DEFECTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184523
defined current distribution and relaxation rate, which
confirmed by magneto-optical measurements.49 The other
pieces were used for microstructural analysis, such as A
XRD, and wet chemical etching to determine the linear
fect density~see the next section!.

For comparison we measured a 70 nm thin film (E493)
and a film (A67), prepared by means of dc sputtering. T
latter was sputtered atT5840 °C and 3 mbar oxygen pres
sure with a substrate-target distance of 2 cm. After deposi
the film was postannealed for 1 h at 650 °C in 103 mbar O2
in order to optimize the superconducting properties. In t
way, films containing large growth spirals are obtaine
forming island sizes up toD52 mm.50

In Table I an overview is given about the deposition a
structural details of all films treated in this paper.

B. Defect structure

The surface morphology of the films is studied by a ta
ping mode AFM, using a Nanoscope IIIa. In Fig. 2 an AF

TABLE I. General properties of pulsed laser deposited~PLD!
and sputtered YBa2Cu3O72d films on SrTiO3 investigated in this
work. d is the film thickness,Tc the transition temperature~not
measured for all films!, DTc the width of the transition,ndisl the
dislocation density, anddr the average defect spacing.

Film
Deposition

method
d

~nm!
Tc

~K!
DTc

~K!
ndisl

(mm22)
dr

~nm!

A67 dc sputtering 192 90.6 0.6 7 378
B670 PLD 110 90.4 0.6 28 189
C496 PLD 140 90.6 0.3 34 171
D203 PLD 140 91 57 132
E493 PLD 70 89.7 0.4 72 118
F554 PLD 140 90 105

FIG. 2. 1.531.5 mm2 surface topography of a 140 nm thic
YBa2Cu3O72d film ~film C496!, obtained by atomic force micros
copy. The island structure can be clearly distinguished. The ave
island diameter isD5200 nm. The dislocations are mainly situate
in the trenches around the islands~Ref. 44!. As a result their distri-
bution is not random in the sense that the nearest neighbor dist
exhibits a relatively small variation. Vertical scale: black-wh
;40 nm.
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image is shown of filmC496. Characteristic for all lase
ablated films is the island structure, with an island diame
of typically 100–500 nm, separated by deep trenches~up to
20% of the film thickness!. By means of wet chemical etch
ing in a 1.0 vol % Br-ethanol solution we obtain the line
defect densityndisl from the density of etch pits. By etchin
a very short time, the etch pits are visible together with
as-grown, not yet erased island structure. Most linear def
are situated in the trenches resulting in a linear relations
between the island density and the linear defect density, w
on average one linear defect per island.44 From the radial
distribution function of the etch pits, we see that the defe
are nonrandomly distributed, with almost no defects close
each other. As the defect density in films remains cons
with thickness, we learn that the dislocations are formed
the substrate-film interface and persist up to the surface
the YBa2Cu3O72d film, i.e., they thread through the entir
film ic axis.44

Previously, we found indications for an antiphase boun
ary network, due to the c-axis mismatch between
YBa2Cu3O72d and the SrTiO3 substrate.51,52However, recent
TEM observations on our films show, that antiphase bou
aries are not a general feature in thin films, whereas
island morphology is. Moreover, no grain boundaries
weak links separating the islands were found.53 Instead our
films consist of large well connected islands, and the dis
cations found by TEM appear to be screw dislocations.
conclude that the trenches between the growth islands
reflect a reduction of the film thickness and that there is
network of planar defects related to them. Therefore,
model of Mezzettiet al.33 is not applicable to our films. Note
that the defect distancedr'200 nm is much larger than th
defect radiusr r'1 – 3 nm, which makes it impossible t
view these dislocations to be correlated in such a way
they form a planar defect. In low angle grain boundaries
array of dislocations is much denser. For example, in the
grain boundary YBa2Cu3O72d film, investigated by Diaz
et al.,14 the distance between adjacent edge dislocationsdr

'5.6 nm&r r , which means that the defect core sizes a
almost overlapping. Even if all dislocations in our film
would be aligned, we find@using the Shockley-Read formul
dr5ubu/„2 sin(q/2)…, with ubu50.4 nm the magnitude of the
Burgers vector, anddr5200 nm#, that the grain boundary
angleq'0.1°. This is clearly too small to give any notice
able grain boundary effect, for which the minimum ang
would beq*q0'3 – 5°.54,55 Hence we may safely assum
that in our films we are dealing with pinning atindividual
linear defects.

For sputtered films the one to one correspondence
tween island density and defect density does not hold.
islands are very large and do not show deep trenches. Ins
growth spirals are observed, that can be associated
screw dislocations. After etching other dislocations~mostly
edge dislocations! are observed as well, which makes th
dislocation density relatively large compared to the isla
size. Nevertheless, in sputtered films the matching effec
still related to the total measured linear defect densityndisl .

34
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This proves once more that the linear defect density, and
the island size, determines the size of the low field platea
the current density.

C. Determination of the superconducting current density
and the relaxation

The superconducting current density is measured
means of capacitive torque magnetometry. When we pla
superconducting sample in a magnetic fieldm0H under a
specific angle and sweep the field with constant sweep
m0(dH/dt), superconducting currents are induced in t
sample, which set up a magnetic momentM perpendicular to
the plane of the ring. The sample experiences a torque
cording to

t 5m0~M3H!. ~13!

We determine the irreversible torquetirr at a certain mag-
netic field by taking half the difference between the asce
ing (t1) and the descending (t2) branch of a magnetic hys
teresis loopt irr5(t12t2)/2. We assure that the sample is
the fully penetrated state by performing sweeps over a m
larger range than the penetration field. Since the current
thin film is confined to the film plane, we can calculate t
irreversible magnetic moment usingM irr5t irr /(m0H sinq).
The current density is directly proportional to the magne
moment, depending only on a geometrical factor. Using
Bean critical state model,56 we obtain for ring-shaped
samples

M irr5~p/3!d~r o
32r i

3! j s , ~14!

with d the sample thickness andr o andr i the outer and inner
radius of the ring, respectively.

The setup consists of a 7 T magnet in a Oxford cryos
that enables us to measure over a temperature range from
to 300 K. The magnetic field is applied at an angle of 1
from the c axis. As this angle is well within the trappin
angle for columnar tracks, we can safely assume that
vortices are parallel to thec axis. Moreover, as shown b
Brandt,57 vortices are straight and perpendicular to the s
face over a lengthl;l, indicating that even without linea
defects vortices would be aligned with thec axis over almost
the full film thickness. Vortex kink creation at the surface,
proposed by Indenbomet al.,58 does therefore not occur i
thin films with thicknessd&l.

Douweset al.6 showed by comparing transport measu
ments with torque magnetometery, that the applied magn
field can be scaled to an effective field along thec-axis
m0Heff5m0 Happlcosq, for angles at least up toq530°. In
our measurements, with cosq50.985, we set thusm0Heff
5m0 Happl.

The torquemeter consists of two fixed copper plates,
one movable phosphorous-bronze plate. This plate with
sample is mounted 0.5 mm above the fixed plates. It has
U-shaped cuts that enables the plate to slightly rotate wh
torque is exerted~see Ref. 51 for a detailed picture!. This
torque is measured capacitively.59 For calibration we mount a
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copper-wired coil of known dimensions onto the plate, a
measure the torque exerted by the coil, as a function of
plied current through the coil.

Note that the measured superconducting current densij s
is in general not the true critical current densityj c , i.e., the
current density for which the pinning force and Lorentz for
are equal. The difference is caused by the relaxation of
vortex lattice due to thermally activated vortex hopping60 or
quantum creep.61 In YBa2Cu3O72d films the relaxation rate
is typically a few percent at low magnetic fields and tempe
tures. This difference betweenj s and j c is a general experi-
mental feature, also encountered inI –V measurements. The
electric field associated with the induced current in a r
according to Faraday’s law is

E~r !52
L~r !d

2p

] j

]t
2

r

2

dB

dt
}

dB

dt
, ~15!

with L(r ) the self-inductance of the ring,d the film thick-
ness, andr the radius of the ring. Becaused!r the term with
] j /]t can be neglected. From Eq.~15! we see that fixing a
sweep rate corresponds exactly to choosing a certain vol
criterium as is usually done inI –V measurements to dete
mine j c . The equivalence of torque andI –V measurements
has been confirmed also experimentally.62

The relaxation rate is usually determined by measur
the decay of the magnetic moment in time after hav
stopped a field sweep. The normalized relaxation rate is t
defined as

S[2
d ln j s

d ln t
. ~16!

There are, however, a few drawbacks in using this met
to determine the relaxation rate in thin films. First of all th
method is time consuming, since the relaxation, especiall
low temperatures, is very slow. Secondly, because of
large demagnetization factor of a thin film, the penetrat
field is small. Therefore a small overshoot at the end o
field sweep causes dramatic changes in the microscopic
and current distribution, thereby making it impossible to
late the measured magnetic moment to the current den
especially at short time scales. Since most of the relaxa
takes place in the first few seconds after a field sweep
stopped, this overshoot seriously hampers an accurate m
surement of the relaxation in thin films. There is, howeve
convenient way of avoiding these problems by making sm
hysteresis loops around a certain field, with ever decrea
sweep rates. Due to relaxation, the width of the hystere
loop decreases with decreasing sweep rate, and we obtai
dynamical relaxation rate

Q[
d lnj s

d ln~dB/dt!
~17!

by plotting the hysteresis against the sweep rate on a do
logarithmic plot. Due to the ring shape of our sample,
obtain a well defined, uniform relaxation rate. It was show
both experimentally and theoretically, that both conventio
3-6
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VORTEX PINNING BY NATURAL LINEAR DEFECTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184523
and dynamical relaxation measurements essentially yield
same value for the relaxation.63

IV. RESULTS

A. General properties of the superconducting
current density j s

The general behavior of the superconducting current d
sity j s in thin films of YBa2Cu3O72d has a number of distinc
features. The most remarkable property is, that at low m
netic fields, the current densityj s(B) exhibits a plateau~Fig.
3 and Ref. 34!. Note that this plateau is not an artifact of th
logarithmic scale, used form0H; it persist in a linear plot.
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we plotj s(B,T) as a function of mag-
netic field and temperature respectively, for two films w
low and high dislocation density. Comparing many films w
typically find that at T54.2 K, j s(B50)'(2 to 6)
31011 A m22, while at T577.5 K, j s52 – 431010 A m22.
These high critical current values confirm, that the films
of excellent quality, like the materials parameters~cf. Sec.
III A ! already suggested.

FIG. 3. Superconducting current densityj s(B) for two films
with different dislocation density;~a! C496 with ndisl534 mm22

and~b! E493 withndisl572 mm22. From top to bottomT54.2, 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 K~only E493!. The arrows indicate
the characteristic field atT54.2 K.
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In Fig. 5 we plotted the value ofB* and the zero field
current densityj s(B50) at T54.2 K versus the dislocation
density for many films. We find that the characteristic field
directly proportional to the linear defect density as det
mined by wet chemical etching,B* .0.7ndislF0 @Fig. 5~a!#.
This implies that linear defects are the most important p
ning centers in YBa2Cu3O72d thin films, and that every lin-
ear defect pins one vortex.

Both j s(B50) andB* depend strongly on temperatur
The current densityj s(B50) however doesnot depend sys-
tematically on the dislocation density@Fig. 5~b!#. The latter
point is due to the fact, that at low magnetic fields, vortic
are individually pinned and the pinning force depends o
on the ~single! vortex-pin potential. This point also show
that the self-fieldm0Hself'1/2j sd ~Refs. 64,65! ~d is the
thickness of the sample! does not influence the measureme
of B* . Although the self-field is of the same order of ma
nitude as the characteristic field,B* is proportional tondisl
and does not depend onj s or the sample dimensions lik
m0Hself. We conclude therefore that the plateau ofj s(B) is
not an experimental artifact connected to the self-field,
indeed related to the strong pinning of vortices by line
defects. In addition the field of first penetration, measured

FIG. 4. Current densityj s(T) for various magnetic fields of~a!
C496 and~b! E493. From top to bottomB50.005~j, only E493!,
0.05 ~h!, 0.1 ~d!, 0.3 ~s!, 0.5 ~m!, 1.0 ~n!, 2.0 ~.!, 3.0 ~,!, 4.0
~l!, 5.0 ~L!, and 6.0 T~* !.
3-7
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F. C. KLAASSENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 184523
various samples both by torque magnetometery
magneto-opticsm0Hpen'10– 25 mT,B* .49

At higher magnetic fields we observe a transition to
power law behavior for films with a low dislocation densi
j s(B);Ba, with a'20.58. This is close toj s(B);1/AB.
Typically such a field dependence is described by pla
pinning,27 or a flux line shear model where the unpinn
vortices are moving by shear forces through the lattice
strongly pinned vortices.66 The power law behavior sets in a
m0H>0.5 T and extends to 7 T at low temperatures.
higher temperatures a faster decrease ofj s(B) develops, that
is accompanied by an exponential increase of the relaxa
rateQ ~see Fig. 9 and the next section!. This does not nec-
essarily mean that there is a crossover to another pin
mechanism. Merely the relaxation in this region becomes
strong that we cannot relatej s to the true critical current
density j c even qualitatively. Therefore we cannot make a
statements about the pinning mechanism without determ
ing j c(B,T) by using, for example, the generalized inversi
scheme.67

FIG. 5. ~a! Characteristic fieldB* for various films at T
54.2 K versus the dislocation densityndisl , showing that linear
defects are the most important pinning source at low magn
fields. ~b! The superconducting current densityj s(B50) at T
54.2 K is roughly constant for the many films we investigate
independent of the dislocation density. Solid circles denote
samplesC496 andE493 from Figs. 3 and 4.
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Eventually also in films with a large defect density
power law behavior is reached. However, as shown in Fig
for films with high ndisl , a(T) decreases with temperatur
to a'21.1 atT550 K, whereasa(T)'20.58 constant for
all T for the films with lowndisl . The crossover in behavio
at high magnetic fields occurs when the dislocation den
ndisl'60 mm22. The reason for this crossover is possib
related to the distance between the linear defects in the fi
For film D203 (ndisl557 mm22), the distance between de
fects is dr5150 nm>l, whereas forE493 andF554, that
have many dislocations,dr'100 nm,l. Since j s;1/B is
the typical behavior for a collective pinning of the disloc
tion lattice, our result implies that the pinning mechanis
changes from a shear (a521/2) to a collective pinning re-
gime (a521) for dr,l. Note that also in irradiated singl
crystals~with dr!l! collective pinning withj s;1/B is ob-
served aboveB* .45 In Sec. V C we will address the high
field behavior ofj s more thoroughly.

B. General properties of the dynamical relaxation rateQ

After describing the general properties ofj s , we turn to
the dynamical relaxation rate. First we investigate the beh
ior of Q at low fieldsm0H,B* , wherej s exhibits a plateau.
To measure the relaxationQ at these fields, we have to us
very low sweep rates to acquire sufficient data points. Mo
over, the torque disappears at vanishing magnetic field.
use an external current source in combination with the m
net power supply to obtain sweep rates down to 90mT s. In
Fig. 7 the current density at four different sweep rates
plotted for film D203. As j s exhibits a plateau at ever
sweep rate, so does the relaxation rateQ(B) at fields below
B* . We thus observe in the relaxation the same match
effect as inj s . The plateau inQ is also observed at highe
temperatures~inset of Fig. 7! and likeB* (T) the size of the
plateau decreases with increasing temperature. If we incr

ic

,
e

FIG. 6. Exponentsa[d ln js /d ln B at high magnetic fields for
films: E493 ~j!, F554 ~h!, D203 ~d!, C496 ~s! and A67 ~.!.
For films with a low dislocation densitya'20.58, constant with
temperature, whereas for films with many dislocationsa is more
negative and decreases with temperature. Note that they axis is
negative. Lines are guides to the eye.
3-8
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VORTEX PINNING BY NATURAL LINEAR DEFECTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184523
the magnetic field beyond the characteristic fieldB* , Q(B)
increases steeply~see Fig. 8!, especially at low temperature
The relaxation rate rises untilm0H'0.5 T and becomes
roughly constant for high magnetic fields at low tempe
tures.

The sharp increase of the relaxation just aboveB* can be
understood as a consequence of the crossover from st
pinning by dislocations towards another~weaker! pinning
regime. It is comparable to the crossover observed inj s(B)
from a plateau at low fields, to a power law decrease at h
magnetic fields. When the current density decreases
power law j s(B);Ba, with a,0, Q(B) is constant again
The behavior ofQ(B) is thus closely related to the behavi
of j s(B).

There is an interesting difference inQ(B,T) of films with
low and high dislocation density; in films with a low dislo

FIG. 7. Current densityj s(B) at low magnetic fields for various
sweep rates~film D203!, T510 K. j s(B) becomes constant atB* ,
which is independent of the sweep rate used. From top to bott
dB/dt5735, 368, 184, and 92mT s. Inset: Q(B) for D203 atT
510, 40, and 60 K. The decrease ofB* with temperature is clearly
observed.

FIG. 8. Q(B) at various low temperatures for filmA67. At high
magnetic fields,Q(B) is constant, but whenm0H&0.5 T, the re-
laxation decreases sharply. From bottom to topT57(j), 10 ~h!,
and 15 K~m!. Lines are guides to the eye.
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cation densityQ(T) is constant at intermediate temperatur
20,T,50 K ~Fig. 9!. This plateau has been observed befo
and seems to be a common feature for YBa2Cu3O72d .68

However, in films with highndisl ,Q increases monotonically
with T.

At low temperaturesT<10 K a transition from thermally
activated creep to quantum creep takes place andQ(T) be-
comes independent of temperature.69 Especially in Fig. 9~a!
for the lowest field values,B50.1,0.3 T, one distinguishe
that Q(T) starts to flatten. We do not discuss the effect
quantum creep, since it is described extensively elsewhe70

but for describing thermally activated flux motion, we ha
to discard data forT&10 K.

C. Determination of the pinning energyUc

The pinning energyUc can be determined directly from
the dynamical relaxation rate. For thermally activated fl
creep, the probability of a vortex jumping from one pinnin
configuration to another isP}e2U( j ,B,T)/kBT. The activa-
tion energy is given by71

U~ j !5
Uc

m XS j c

j s
D m

21C5CkBT, ~18!

:

FIG. 9. Dynamical relaxation rateQ(T) for ~a! A67 and ~b!
F554. From bottom to topB50.1 ~j!, 0.3 ~h!, 0.5 ~d!, 1.0 ~s!,
2.0 ~m!, 3.0 ~n, only F554!, 4.0 ~.!, 5.0 ~,, only F554!, and 6.0
T ~l!.
3-9
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F. C. KLAASSENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 184523
wherem is a model dependent parameter,kB the Boltzmann
constant andC a factor that incorporates the attempt fr
quency of the vortex to jump over a potential barrier and
geometry of the sample.C depends logarithmically on th
sweep ratedB/dt. After extracting j s from Eq. ~18! and
differentiating todB/dt one obtains the following relation
ship for Uc :

T

Q
5

Uc

kB
1mCT. ~19!

Equation~19! provides us with a direct measure ofUc , if
we plotT/Q vs T and extrapolate toT50. Note that we have
to neglect the data belowT&10 K, because of quantum
creep. Figure 10 shows a plot ofT/Q of the filmsA67 and
F554 ~ndisl57 and ndisl590 mm22!. Indeed at the lowes
temperatures~T54.2 and 7 K! T/Q bends down towardsT

FIG. 10. T/Q vs T plots for two films~a! A67 and~b! F554 at
B50.1 ~j, only A67!, 0.3 ~h!, 0.5 ~m!, 1.0 ~n!, 2.0 ~.!, 3.0 ~,,
only F554!, 4.0 ~l!, 5.0 ~L, only F554!, and 6.0 T~d!. Lines are
guides to the eye. Extrapolation ofT/Q to T50 gives the pinning
energyUc . At high magnetic fields the pinning energy becom
independent of magnetic field. At low magnetic fields an uptu
appears, that is specifically clear inA67, resulting in an increase o
Uc(B). At low temperaturesT &10 K the curves bend down to
zero due to quantum creep.
18452
e

50, which corresponds to a constant relaxation rateQ(T)
due to quantum creep. At intermediate temperatures the
laxation rate is more or less constant andT/Q rises linearly.
At higher temperatures however, thermal fluctuations
come stronger andQ increases exponentially, which resul
in a sharp decrease ofT/Q. An interesting feature is ob
served in Fig. 10~a!; at low magnetic fieldsm0H&0.5 T, an
upturn develops. This behavior is directly coupled to the
crease of the relaxation rate, being constant at high magn
fields and exhibiting a sharp decrease form0H&0.5 T at low
temperatures~Fig. 8!. Especially in filmA67 the upturn is
very clear but, although less pronounced, it is also obser
in other films. At high magnetic fields the lines ofT/Q fall
almost on top of each other@Q(B) is virtually constant at
high magnetic fields#, indicating that the pinning energyUc
is only weakly field dependent.

In Fig. 11 we plotted the pinning energy versus the ma
netic field. We can distinguish the same field regimes as
the relaxation. At low magnetic fieldsUc extrapolates to a
value of Uc'600 K. At high magnetic fieldsUc(B) is
roughly constant withUc'60– 200 K. The plateau inUc(B)
scales with the square root of the dislocation density~inset of
Fig. 11!, which shows that the dislocation lattice is still im
portant at high magnetic fields, when the vortices outnum
the strong pinning centers by far. Note that a similar fie
dependence ofUc(B) in YBa2Cu3O72d films has been ob-
served before by Douwes and Kes.11

One might be tempted to conclude thatUc(B50)
5600 K is the pinning energy of a single vortex, pinned
a linear defect. However, a simple calculation of the pinn
energyUp , obtained by equatingUp to the Lorentz force
j sF0d times the range of the pinning potential, yieldsUp
;104 K, which is at least one order of magnitude high
than observed experimentally. The discrepancy between
experimental and theoretical pinning energies seems at
sight paradoxal, but one should realize thatUc is related toQ

FIG. 11. Pinning energiesUc for various films: A67 ~.!,
B670 ~n!, D203 ~d!, andF554 ~h!. At high fieldsUc exhibits a
plateau, whereas at low magnetic fields, it rises steeply toUc(B
50)'600 K. Lines are guides to the eye forA67 andF554. Inset:
plateau ofUc at high magnetic fields scales with the square root
the dislocation densityAndisl.
3-10
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VORTEX PINNING BY NATURAL LINEAR DEFECTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184523
and thus to the elementary excitations of a vortex. The c
cal current density on the other hand is related to the de
ning of a complete vortex from its defect and therefore to
condensation energy«0 that is much larger. In Sec. V E w
will investigate what kind of excitation is responsible for th
observed pinning energyUc .

V. DISCUSSION

A. Current density at low magnetic fields

At low temperatures and for large defects,j c is compa-
rable to the depairing current; see Eq.~4!. In thin films and in
irradiated crystals the current density is typically reduc
compared to the depairing currentj 0 , because the linear de
fect size in films nor the typical radius of columnar tracks a
in the limit of x@1. We incorporate all current reducing e
fects into one parameterh[ j c / j 0 , denoting the pinning ef-
ficiency, as was done for irradiated single crystals by Civ
et al.16 Experimentally we find, withj c'531011 A m22 and
j 0'431012 A m22, that h50.13, which is comparable to
the values obtained for columnar tracks,h50.17.45 The
maximum pinning efficiency can be obtained from Eq.~10!,
and givesh'0.22 for thin films@taking r r'2j(0)#, andh
'0.32 for irradiated crystals@taking r r'4j(0)#. These
maximum pinning efficiencies are close to the experimen
values, which shows that the superconducting order par
eter is almost completely suppressed inside the defect.

In irradiated thin films an increase of the critical curre
density was observed compared to unirradiated thin fil
The increase ranges typically from a few tens of percents28 to
a factor 2,29,33 which can be directly explained by the larg
size of the columnar tracks compared to natural linear
fects. From Eq.~10! we find that forr r'j(0) the critical
current density is roughly proportional tor r . An increase of
j c by a factor 2 would imply that the columnar defects a
about twice as large as natural linear defects, which is ind
the case. Schusteret al.30 found that the relative increase o
j c in thin YBa2Cu3O72d films before and after irradiation
depends on the type of ion used. Heavy-ion irradiation by
ions was most effective and showed an increase ofj c by a
factor 5. This difference cannot be fully explained by t
larger size of columnar defects, but the differences betw
intrinsic current densities measured in various films can
significant @see Fig. 5~b!#. Moreover the maximum curren
measured by Schusteret al.30 in a Pb-irradiated film,j c
56.731011 A m22 is about 30% larger than in our film
F554. This implies thatr r'4 nm for Pb-irradiated columna
defects, which is quite a reasonable estimate.

Other reports on irradiated thin films focus on the angu
dependence of the pinning force, showing a peak in the i
diation direction,72,73 or investigating Bose glass scaling
irradiated thin films.74,75Unfortunately irradiation doses and
consequently, the magnetic fields considered, are usu
much larger than the typical matching fields of natural line
defects (BF'100 mT), which makes comparison to o
films difficult. To observe Bose glass scaling by natural l
ear defects, one would have to measure at very low fie
Note that Roaset al.76 did observe a peak in the critica
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current density along thec axis in as-grown YBa2Cu3O72d
thin films, that could well be caused by linear defects.

To compare the measured superconducting current den
j s(T) with the true critical current densityj c(T), whose tem-
perature dependence was derived by theory, we need to c
pensate for relaxation effects. The relation betweenj s(B
50,T) and j c(B50,T), derived from Eqs.~18! and ~19! is

j s

j c
5~12mCQ!1/m. ~20!

From plots ofT/Q vs T in Fig. 10 we find the productmC at
low magnetic fields. Independently we determine t
activation constantC'15– 19,77 which results inm'1. The
ratio j s / j c is only weakly temperature dependent at interm
diate temperatures 10 K,T,50 K. This is not surprising,
becauseQ(T) is roughly constant at intermediate temper
tures@see Fig. 9~a! and Ref. 68#. Furthermorej s / j c does not
depend sensitively onm, which enables us to treat pinnin
models for the critical current density atB50, provided that
we correct the measured current densityj s using Eq.~20!.

In Fig. 12 the measuredj s(T) is plotted for filmsA67 and
F554, together withj c(T), corrected according to Eq.~20!
with m51 andC515 for A67, andC519 for F554. Also
included is the expected temperature dependence acco
to j c(T);1/„l2(T)jn(T)…, with n51, 2 and n53. For
the temperature dependences we have takenl(T)
5l(0)(12t4)21/2 and j(T)5j(0)@(11t2)/(12t2)#1/2,
with t5T/Tc .

We find good agreement with the measured current d
sities with n53 for A67 andn'2 for F554. Secondly we
find that thermal fluctuations have a small effect onj c(T),

which was expected, sinceT̃dp
r '400 K@T. From the values

obtained forn we conclude that the linear defects inA67 are
smaller in average than those in filmF554. Indeed from
AFM measurements we found, that the sputtered filmA67
contains twice as much edge dislocations as screw disl
tions, whereas in the laser ablated films, likeF554, only
screw dislocations were found. Since the Burgers vecto
screw dislocations is directed along thec axis, it is 3 times
larger than that for edge dislocations. We therefore exp
that the defect core size, typically a few Burgers vectors
larger in film F554. TEM observations from Gaoet al.78

indicated thatr r'1.0 nm'2.5ubu for an edge dislocation in
a YBa2Cu3O72d thin film. For screw dislocations we the
expectr r'3.0 nm'2j(0). A rough estimate for the averag
defect size in filmA67 yieldsr̄ r'1.3 nm'0.9j(0), whereas
in film F554 we would getr r'3.0 nm'2j(0).

Filling in r r50.9j(0) andr r52j(0) in the general equa
tion for j c(T), given by Eq.~10!, and determiningn by fit-
ting with j c(T);1/„l2(T)jn(T)…, we find n52.0 and n
52.8, respectively, which is in excellent agreement with t
values from Fig. 12. Moreover, if we calculatej c(0) from
f max'2d«r /dRuR5rr

we find j c(0)'2.031011 A m22 for film

A67 and j c(0)'5.131011 A m22 for film F554, again in
good agreement with experiment.

Comparing the current density below the characteris
magnetic field for various films, we find thatj s(B50) is
3-11
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essentially independent of the dislocation density. So
films with higher dislocation densityndisl*50 mm22, show a
somewhat reduced current density atT54.2 K. We believe
that this is due to the slightly reduced crystallinity for film
with largendisl ~smallerTc , wider rocking curveDv (005)!, so
that the intrinsic current density is smaller in films with lar
ndisl . However, also the defect sizes may vary somew
from film to film ~like in A67 and F554!. The fact that
j s(B50) is independent of the dislocation density impli
that surface roughness pinning in films is, at least at l
magnetic fields, not important, contrary to what has be
claimed by some groups.7,8 Because the island density~and
thus the surface roughness! increases with increasing dislo
cation density, surface roughness pinning would give
higher current density for high dislocation density films. Th
is not observed; in fact from all our measurements, we
that the current density is typically somewhat lower for film
with many dislocations, compared to films with a low disl
cation density@see Fig. 5~b!#.

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the current densitiej s

~open symbols! and j c ~solid symbols! for films A67 ~a!, B
50.1 T ~h,j!, and F554 ~b!, B50.1 T ~h,j! and B50.2 T
~n,m!. Lines depict the derived dependencej c(T);1/l2(T)jn(T)
with n51 ~solid lines!, n52 ~dashed lines!, and n53 ~dotted
lines!. From the fits it is obvious that the average linear defect s
of film A67 is smaller than that of filmF554.
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B. Characteristic field

The characteristic fieldB* in thin films and in irradiated
single crystals has the same physical origin, but in thin fil
B* marks the end of a plateau inj s(B), whereas in single
crystals the current density depends strongly on magn
field, even below the matching field. The reason for this d
ference is the strong influence of vortex-vortex interactio
in irradiated crystals, due to the high density and the rand
distribution of the columnar defects. The characteristic fi
in single crystals coincides with the matching fieldBF , ex-
cept for very high irradiation doses.45 For YBa2Cu3O72d
films B* ,BF and from the proportionality factorB* /BF

50.7 and Eq.~1! we estimate« r /«0'0.18.
The temperature dependence ofB* (T), plotted normal-

ized to its zero temperature value in Fig. 13, shows a sim
dependence in films with low and high dislocation dens
At low temperatures the reduction inB* corresponds to the
behavior found in irradiated YBa2Cu3O72d crystals~see the
inset of Fig. 13 and Ref. 34!, but the sudden decrease of th
matching field in irradiated crystals at aroundT540 K is
absent in thin films.

To explain the decrease ofB* (T) with increasing tem-
perature we have to determine the temperature depend
of « r /«0 , including the effect of thermal fluctuations, th
facilitate the depinning of a vortex from its pinning site:

B* ~T!5B* ~0!S 12
T

T̃dp
r ~T!

D lnS 11
r r

2

2j~T!2D . ~21!

If we use T̃dp
r (T)5T̃dp

r (0)„l2(0)/l2(T)…, with T̃dp
r (0)

5400 K ~solid lines in Fig. 13!, there is no agreement with

e

FIG. 13. Normalized temperature dependence of the chara
istic field B* (T) for films B670 ~n!, A67 ~.!, D203 ~d!, and
E493 ~j!. Lines are the expected temperature dependence

T̃dp
r (0)5400 K ~solid line!, and T̃dp

r (0)570 K ~dashed line!. At
higher temperaturesT *30 K, deviations occur because the ha

monic oscillator potential only valid whenT !T̃dp
r (T). Inset: Nor-

malized characteristic fieldB* (T) of an irradiated crystal~from
Ref. 45!, together with the expected temperature dependence

T̃dp
r (0)5400 K ~solid line! and T̃dp

r (0)595 K ~dashed line!. Note

that T̃dp
r (T);1/l2(T).
3-12
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the experimental data. Both in irradiated crystals and in t
films ~Fig. 13! the measuredB* (T) decreases faster tha
theory predicts, which was noted already by Thompsonet al.
for the case of irradiated crystals.79 To explain the fast de-
crease ofB* (T) one can of course assume a lower depinn
energy. For example takingT̃dp

r (0)570 K for thin films

~dashed line in Fig. 13! and T̃dp
r (0)595 K for irradiated

crystals~dashed line in the inset of Fig. 13! gives a good
agreement with the experimental data at low temperatu
But taking a different depinning energy changes the temp
ture dependence ofj c(T) as well, and we cannot obtain
consistent picture for bothj c(T) and B* (T) with a single
T̃dp

r (0).
To illustrate this inconsistency more clearly we have pl

ted in Fig. 14 the temperature dependence ofB* (T) versus
the superconducting current densityj s(T) for various films.
The solid line is the expected curve, from Eq.~21! and
j s(T)5 j c(T)@12CQ# @taking T̃dp

r (0)5400 K, C519, n
52, and Q(T) from experiment#, which clearly does not
describe the behavior observed in experiment. Note, that
does not depend on choosingT̃dp

r (0), since bothB* (T) and

j s(T) contain the same factorf (T/T̃dp
r ).

However, we have to realize that the size and tempera
dependence ofB* (T) were derived forj s50, whereas in our
experimental situation large currents run through the film.
the pinning landscape tilts when applying a current, vorti
escape more easily from the linear defect, and thus the c
acteristic field decreases. If we include the same fac
j s / j c512CQ(T) in the temperature dependence ofB* (T),
we obtain a good approximation ofB* ~dashed line in Fig.
14!. Apparently an increased relaxation rate results in a
crease ofB* (T). Intuitively this is logical, but up to now
there is no model available to describe this effect. A sim
effect is observed in irradiated crystals, where the sud

FIG. 14. Characteristic fieldB* (T), plotted versusj s(T) for
films B670 ~n!, A67 ~.!, C496 ~s!, andE493 ~j!. Both B* (T)
and j s(T) are normalized toT510 K. Lines are expected depen
dencies with j s(T)5 j c(T)@12CQ(T)# and B* (T); ln „1

1x2(T)…f (T/T̃dp
r ) @Eq. ~21!, solid line# and B* (T); ln „1

1x2(T)…f (T/T̃dp
r )@12CQ(T)# ~thermal activation included

dashed line!.
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decrease ofB* (T) at T540 K ~Ref. 45, and the inset of Fig
13!, is accompanied by a sharp increase of the relaxation
S(T), resulting in a peak inS(T).45,79

C. Current density at high magnetic fieldsµ0HšB*

Whereas the pinning below the characteristic field is qu
well understood, the situation at higher magnetic fie
m0H@B* is less clear. Several models have been propo
Douweset al.6 suggested, that at high magnetic fields, p
ning is caused oxygen vacancies in the CuO2 plane. Another
possibility, suggested by Wo¨rdenweber,66 is that at high mag-
netic fields there is a strongly pinned vortex lattice in t
linear defects, whereas the unpinned vortices move by sh
ing in channels through the pinned lattice. A similar she
model, giving rise to plastic pinning is described by the Bo
glass theory.27 At high magnetic fields individually pinned
vortices experience a transition to bundle pinning. The la
density of vortices and the variety of pinning defects a
models make it hard to interpret unambiguously the exp
mental data. Up to now no consistent picture for pinning
high magnetic fields has emerged.

Experimentally the most remarkable feature of the h
field behavior of j s(B) is the change of slopea
[d ln js/d ln B from a520.58 to a520.8 to 21.1. This
abrupt change of slope, observed whenndisl.60 mm22

~which means that the average defect spacingdr,l!, marks
the onset of strong vortex interactions. The Bose gl
theory,27 that distinguishes between plastic pinning and c
lective pinning, provides a useful framework to describe o
observations.

In plastic pinning the vortices, not accommodated by
dislocations, are pinned via shear interactions with
strongly pinned vortex lattice. The maximum pinning for
is given byf p,max5c66a0 , wherec66 is the shear elastic con
stant anda0 the intervortex distance. The critical curre
density

j c~B!'h
AF0

16pm0lab
2

BF

AB
'h j 0

j

AF0

BF

AB
~22!

gives a field dependence of the currentj c;B20.5. The col-
lective pinning model relates the Lorentz force within a co
relation area of size;Rc

2 to the elastic force of the vortices
Collective pinning becomes important when the correlat
radiusRc.dr(«0 /« r)(b0 /a0).dr , the average defect spac
ing. The critical current density in this case is given by

j c~B!'h
F0

4pm0lab
2 jab

BF

B
'h j 0

BF

B
. ~23!

The most important difference between Eqs.~22! and~23!
is the field dependence that changes fromj c;1/AB to j c
;1/B. Exactly such a crossover we observe experiment
when the average defect spacing becomes smaller thanl. We
propose that collective pinning is important whendr,l,
whereas in a more dilute linear defect lattice vortices
3-13
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plastically pinned. In irradiated single crystals, wheredr
!l, we expect collective pinning as well, which is inde
observed.16

There are, however, still a number unresolved questio
First the plastic pinning model gives too low estimates
the critical current density. For example, Eq.~22! with
BF50.1 T and B51 T gives j c'13109 A m22. This is
much lower than the measured value of typicallyj s'(1
22)31011 A m22 at T54.2 K andB51 T. This also im-
plies that the low field current density, Eq.~10!, and the high
field current density, Eq.~22!, do not connect at the matchin
field BF @contrary to the collective pinning case, with Eq
~10! and ~23!, note thath[ j c(0)/ j 0#. Matching the linear
defect pinning and plastic pinning regimes would imply
dramatic decrease ofj s(B) over two orders of magnitude
betweenB* andBF . Instead we observe a smooth crosso
to a power law regime, with only a minor decrease ofj s(B).
On the other hand, the plateau inUc at high magnetic fields
increases with the dislocation density~inset of Fig. 11!,
which can be perfectly understood in a plastic pinni
model, since shearing through a defect lattice, filled w
strongly pinned vortices, will be more difficult when the d
fect lattice is denser. Therefore a plastic pinning mode
still a good candidate since it gives the right field depe
dencej s;1/AB and explains whyUc increases with increas
ing dislocation density.

Secondly the slopesa do not coincide exactly with the
theoretical dependencies. For films with high dislocat
densitya'20.8 at low temperatures, which is too low fo
collective pinning. Moreover,ua(T)u increases with tempera
ture for films with highndisl . Possibly the current density i
determined by a mix of collective and shear pinning. Af
all we are still in a relatively low field regime, whereRc
!dr , and it is surprising that collective pinning occurs at a

All discrepancies between theory and experiment po
out that vortex-vortex interactions have a more profound
fluence on the current density than anticipated. One esse
point, not considered up to now, is the nonrandom distri
tion of the linear defects in thin YBa2Cu3O72d films. Due to
the ordered distribution of the strongly pinned vortices
B* , they provide a natural way for additional vortices
distribute themselves regularly, which improves the pinn
properties at higher fields as well. In order to fully expla
the measured size ofj s and its field dependence into mo
detail, these effects have to be taken into account more
plicitly.

The temperature dependence ofa(T) can be explained to
a certain extent by the influence of the relaxation rateQ. Due
to relaxationa[d ln js/d ln BÞd ln jc /d ln B. We can give a
rough quantitative argument why the slopes of the power
behavior do not coincide exactly with the expected slope
Eqs.~22! and~23!. If we differentiate the general formula o
thermally activated vortex creep, given by Eq.~18!, with
respect to the magnetic fieldB, we obtain the following
expression:80

d ln j c

d ln B
5

d ln j s

d ln B
1Q2CQ

d ln Uc

d ln B
5a1Q2CQ

d ln Uc

d ln B
.

~24!
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Thus, to obtain the field dependence of the true criti
current densityd ln jc /d ln B, we have to add to the slopea
two positive terms~note that in generald ln Uc /d ln B<0!. So
the measured slopea is always more negative than the fie
dependence of the true critical current density. Compar
this with the measured slopes~Fig. 6!, we observe that for
films with low ndisl , a520.58. This suggests thatj c(B)
;1/AB, with a correction of 0.08. Becausea is constant
with temperature, so shouldQ(T) for these films. From Fig.
9~a! we learn that this is the case for films with a low disl
cation density. For films with highndisl , a'20.8 at low
temperatures. With increasing temperature the slope
creases, butQ(T) increases@Fig. 9~b!#, so the correction
terms are higher at larger temperatures, suggesting
d ln jc /d ln B is roughly constant with temperature. Howeve
in that case the sloped ln jc /d ln B.21, so collective pin-
ning cannot be the only mechanism determiningj c at high
magnetic fields. The sloped ln jc /d ln B520.760.1 has been
found in numerical simulations of the plastic deformatio
due to strong pinning,81 which could explain the observe
slopesa520.8 with a small correction according to Eq
~24!. However, an exact calculation of the field dependen
of the critical current would require a more thorough deriv
tion, that includes in Eq.~24! also the field dependence ofm,
which cannot be determined accurately within experimen

D. Dynamical relaxation rate

Various pinning regimes are clearly seen in the field d
pendence of the relaxation rateQ(B). Below B* the relax-
ation rate is constant. Then it increases and becomes con
again for magnetic fieldsm0H*0.5 T. The same regimes ar
observed inj s(B) ~showing first a constant plateau and in t
second regime a power law behavior!, and also in the pin-
ning energyUc(B). This suggests that there are at least t
regimes, one belowB* with strongly pinned vortices on the
linear defects, and one abovem0H*0.5 T with plastically or
collectively pinned vortices. In between these two regim
the relaxation rate increases steeply.

The reason why the crossover occurs at about 0.5 T is
clear at present. In any case it is observed in various fi
independently of the dislocation density. Also it has be
observed by other groups,10,11 and in quantum creep.70 The
change in behavior at aroundm0H50.5 T is thus more gen-
eral for YBa2Cu3O72d films, and may well be related to
stronger influence of vortex-vortex interactions. The int
vortex distance at this fielda0'63 nm' 1

2l, so the vortex-
vortex interactions become increasingly more import
from this field.

The temperature dependence of the relaxation at
fields is different from the situation in irradiated single cry
tals. Whereas in thin filmsQ(T) rises monotonically, in ir-
radiated crystals the conventional relaxation rateS(T) exhib-
its a peak form0H,B* .45,79 This peak marks the crossove
of a single vortex regime, where the motion of vortices tak
place via variable range hopping, to a collective pinning
gime involving vortex bundles.79 In thin films a similar peak
of Q(T) is absent, because both variable range hopping
bundle pinning do not occur in thin films atm0H.B* . A
3-14
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necessary condition for variable range hopping is a str
dispersion in the pinning energies and/or the distances
tween the strong pinning sites.39 In single crystals irradiation
indeed produces randomly distributed columnar tracks
various strength, but in thin films the dispersion in pinni
energies of the dislocations is much smaller, as is the va
tion in distances between the defects.44 Secondly, vortex
bundles are not formed in thin films just above the char
teristic field m0H*B* , because the field valueB*
&100 mT is too small. In thin filmsB* marks a different
crossover in vortex pinning, namely dislocation pinning go
erned by half-loop excitations~see Sec. V E! towards a plas-
tic or collective pinning regime that sets in at higher ma
netic fields~Sec. V C!.

The absence of a peak in the relaxation rate is clear f
j s(T) as well, becauseQ(T) is directly related to the behav
ior d ln js/dT. In irradiated crystalsd ln js/dT shows a mini-
mum whenm0H,B* , but this minimum is absent in thin
films. This illustrates once more the close relationship
tween the relaxation rateQ(T), or equivalentlyS(T), and
the derivative of the current densityd ln js/d ln T, as was
found in the magnetic field dependence of the relaxat
Q(B), Eq. ~24!. In fact an expression similar to Eq.~24! was
derived in Ref. 45, relating the temperature dependencej s to
the relaxation rateS(T).

E. Pinning energyUc

According to the Bose-glass theory the vortex excitatio
that determine the pinning energyUc at high driving currents
are half-loop excitations. For half-loop excitations the ac
vation energy is calculated by balancing the driving for
with the loss in pinning energy and the increase of ela
energy. It is given by42

U~ j !5jA« l« r~T!S j c

j s
21D5Uc~T!S j c

j s
21D , ~25!

with « r the depth of the pinning potential and« l the line
tension, which is smaller than«0 due to anisotropy. Note tha
T̃dp

r [b0A« l« r , which means that the depinning energy a
half-loop energy are comparable in size. Withj51.5 nm and
« l'« r'0.2«0 we estimate thatUc(0)'250 K, which is
smaller than the experimentally obtained valueUc(0)
'600 K, but given the uncertainty in the parameters us
the estimate is not so bad.

The temperature dependence ofUc(T) is given by

Uc~T!5Uc~0!
l2~0!j~T!

l2~T!j~0!
Af ~T/T̃dp

r !'
j~T!

l2~T!
Af ~T/T̃dp

r !.

~26!

To check whether or not this kind of excitation is consiste
with experiment, we can use the temperature dependenc
Uc(T) to calculate the ratioj s / j c . Half-loop excitations im-
pose that the glass exponent in Eq.~18! m51, which implies
that

j s~T!

j c~T!
5

1

11CkBT/Uc~T!
. ~27!
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In Fig. 15 we plotted the ratioj s / j c512CQ from ex-
periment together with the expected temperature dep
dence, given by Eq.~27!. We took T̃dp

r (0)5400 K, and the
usual temperature dependence forl(T) and j(T). We find
excellent agreement with experiment, if we take forUc(0)
5280 K for A67 andUc(0)5600 K for F554. This agrees
with the pinning energy, measured experimentally atB
50.1 T, Uc5360 K andUc5520 K for film A67 and film
F554, respectively. Note, thatB50.1 T is larger thanB* for
film A67. ThereforeUc5360 K,600 K, since the pinning
energy decreases steeply beyondB* . Unfortunately no re-
laxation data was available at lower magnetic fields.

An important question is whether the assumption, that
glass exponentm51, is correct at low fields. From the low
temperature slope of the plotsT/Q vs T, Fig. 10, we find
m'1 – 1.3 at high magnetic fieldsm0H.0.5 T, but for low
fields m is decreasing towardsm'0.5 atm0H50.1 T. The
order of magnitude ofm is reasonable, but its field depen
dence is puzzling. For variable range hopping, theory p
dicts m to increase from 1/3 to 1 with increasing magne
field,27,42 which is similar to the increase ofm(B) we ob-

FIG. 15. Ratioj s / j c from experiment and theory for films~a!
A67 and ~b! F554. Solid squares are obtained from experime
Solid lines correspond to the theoretical behavior for half-loop
citations Eqs.~26! and ~27!, with m51, C515 (A67), or C519

(F554), T̃dp
r (0)5400 K, andUc5280 K for A67 andUc5600 K

for F554.
3-15
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F. C. KLAASSENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 184523
serve in experiment. Assuming a somewhat higherC we find
even quantitative agreement with the theory for varia
range hopping. But, as we argued in the previous sect
variable range hopping is unlikely to occur in our films, d
to the large distances between defects. It involves a pinn
energy of typicallyUc.drA« l« r , which is at least one orde
of magnitude larger than the energy required for half-lo
excitations. On the other hand, in filmA67, that contains
both edge and screw dislocations we have a larger disper
in the pinning potential« r , which facilitates variable range
hopping. Indeed in theT/Q vs T plot @Fig. 10~a!# the de-
crease ofm(B) with magnetic field is more apparent than
film F554.

The lengthl hl of the half-loop and the displacementuhl of
a half-loop excitation39 are of the order of a few nanomete
in agreement with other estimates for the activation leng
Hylton and Beasley1 obtained earlier similar values for th
length of a vortex segment, being depinned from a linear r
of point pins. Also at very low temperatures, Hoeks
et al.82 found that the correlation lengthLc is of the order of
a few nanometers. We conclude that half-loops provide
most likely mechanism for vortex excitations at low ma
netic fields, but the measured values of the glass expo
remain unexplained by theory. In any case the ratioj s / j c
from experiment is consistent with a pinning energyUc(T)
of half-loop excitations, and moreover it has the correct te
perature dependence.

At high magnetic fields the pinning energy is essentia
constant. Its magnitude appears to be proportional to
square root of the dislocation density@inset of Fig. 11#. We
propose that pinning of vortices in the high field regime
caused by the collective pinning of vortex bundles, betwe
the array of strongly pinned vortices. Assuming that it
volves plastic pinning of vortex bundles of volumeVc we
have42

Uc~B!.Ac44ĒpinVc.Ac44c66~a0 /dr !
2Vc

.
F0AB

16pm0l2 ABFVc , ~28!

which gives the observed dependence ofUc(B)}ABF

}Andisl. The field dependence ofUc(B) implies thatVc(B)
;1/AB. The collective pinning volume according to Eq.~28!
and the inset of Fig. 11 atm0H50.5 T is Vc
'5.3310224 m3. Taking the intervortex distance atm0H
50.5 T for the collective pinning radius, i.e.,Rc563 nm,
we obtain Lc'1.3 nm. A theoretical estimate forRc
.dr(«0 /« r)(b0 /a0)'24 nm givesLc'9.3 nm. These val-
ues of typically a fewc-axis lattice distances agree well wit
other estimates~see, for example, Doyleet al., Ref. 83! for
the collective pinning length and for the size of the half-lo
excitations along thec axis.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Natural linear defects have a profound effect on the p
ning properties of high-Tc YBa2Cu3O72d thin films. We have
shown that indeed many features, both in the field and t
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perature dependence of the superconducting current de
and the relaxation rate, can be described in terms of vo
pinning by growth-induced linear defects. Since the def
size is of the order ofj and the average defect spacing of t
order of l, columnar defect models have to be adapted
cordingly.

In Fig. 16 we give a schematic overview of the typic
behavior ofj s(B), Q(B), andUc(B) in various regimes. At
low magnetic fieldsm0H,B* the vortices are strongly
pinned by the dislocations resulting in a plateau both
j s(B) and Q(B). To describe the pinning properties of th
linear defects consistently with the Bose glass theory,
derived a generalized expression for« r(R), which is valid
for all defect sizes. As a result, we find that the effect
thermal fluctuations is linear with temperaturef (T/T̃dp

r )'1

2T/T̃dp
r . Fitting the temperature dependence ofj c(B50)

with the modified expression for« r(R,T) we find a defect
sizer r'1.5– 3 nm'122•jab(0), which corresponds to the
estimated core radius of edge and screw dislocations.
elementary excitations in this regime are half-loop exci
tions, involving a pinning energy ofUc'600 K. The tem-
perature dependence ofUc(T);j(T)/l2(T) for half-loop
excitations gives a ratioj s / j c , in agreement with experi-
ment. However, the strong temperature dependence of
characteristic field remains puzzling. We suspect thatB* (T)

FIG. 16. Different vortex regimes with increasing magnetic fie
in thin films of YBa2Cu3O72d . Three regimes can be clearly dis
tinguished: ~i! a strongly pinned vortex lattice belowB* , ~ii ! a
crossover regime, and~iii ! a plastic/collective pinning regime a
high magnetic fields. Lines are guides to the eye.
3-16
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is decreased due to the large currents running in the fi
resulting in a small activation barrier for vortex jumps. U
fortunately, there is as yet not a model including the effec
the current density on the characteristic fieldB* (T).

At intermediate magnetic fieldsB* ,m0H&0.5 T, the
critical current density starts to deviate from its plate
value. The relaxation increases, whereas the pinning en
decreases steeply. Since at 0.5 T the inter-vortex spa
equals half the penetration depth, the crossover could m
the onset of a pinning regime where vortex-vortex inter
tions become increasingly more important.

At high magnetic fieldsm0H@0.5 T, the superconductin
current density decreases asj s(B);1/AB for films with low
dislocation densityndisl&60 mm22. The pinning energy is
independent of magnetic field,Uc(B).60– 200 K, and it is
proportional toAndisl. For films with a small defect spacin
dr,130 nm'l the current densityj s(B) decreases more
strongly with magnetic field,a520.8 to21.1. This behav-
ior of a suggests a transition from plastic to collective p
ning. The fact, thatUc(B) and the behavior ofa depend on
the dislocation density, indicates that the linear defects p
an important role even far above the matching field.

An important question from an applications point of vie
is, how to make films with the largest possible current d
sities at 77 K, and at high magnetic fields. We have seen
especially at elevated temperatures thermal activation ca
a large difference between the superconducting currenj s
and the critical currentj c . Moreover, the critical current is
reduced, as the vortices are pinned only plastically or col
tively at high magnetic fields. The results presented in t
paper show two possible options to optimizej s(B,T),
namely~i! increasing thedensityof linear pinning sites, and
~ii ! increasing thecore sizeof the linear pinning sites. We
will consider here some aspects of both possibilities
achieve higher current densities.

For films with a highndisl the plateau of constantj s ex-
tends up to larger field values, but at high magnetic fie
m0H@B* , j s(B) decreases faster in these films~j s;1/B
compared toj s;1/AB for films with a low ndisl!. Whether
increasing the dislocation density also increasesj s~high B! is
therefore nota priori clear. Moreover, it remains to be see
up to whatndisl the plateaulike features inj s(B) remain in-
tact. We expect that to obtain larger current densities,
nonrandom distribution of natural linear defects is an adv
tage over the random distribution of columnar tracks, but
the other hand columnar tracks can be produced with
higher densities~several teslas! than natural linear defect
(BF;200 mT). Experimentally we find at magnetic field
m0H;1 – 2 T, that films with many dislocations still carr
the largest currents. We conclude that increasing the disl
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tion density~eventually by heavy ion irradiation! can be ef-
fective in achieving higher current densities, but it depen
very much on what field and temperature range one is us

A larger defect size gives a deeper pinning potential an
larger pinning forcef p52d« r /dRmax ~cf. Fig. 1!. There-
fore, increasing the defect size gives intrinsically~i! a larger
critical current densityj c @see Eq.~10!# and ~ii ! a higher
pinning energyUc . Also the temperature dependencej c(T)
;1/„l2(T)jn(T)… is less strong for smallern, i.e., a larger
defect size. From the lines for variousn in Fig. 12 we find at
T577 K, that the critical current densityj c(n52)
'2.5• j c(n53). The measured critical current densityj s
benefits even more from a larger defect size, since the r
j s / j c'0.2 ~at T577 K andn52! becomes larger for large
pinning energies, see Eq.~27!. Since irradiation by heavy
ions produces columnar defects with radius 2–3 times lar
than that of linear defects, the reasoning above might exp
why irradiation of thin films28,29,33is mainly effective in en-
hancing the critical currents at high (T577 K! tem-
peratures.29 In order to increase the diameter of natural line
defects, one would have to find ways to produce~screw!
dislocations with Burgers vectors several times the unit c

Concluding, we find that the high critical currents
YBa2Cu3O72d thin films are to a large extent due to natur
linear defects. Due to half loop nucleation vortices can de
rather easily, which reduces the measured currentj s com-
pared to the true critical current densityj c . Theoretically,
strong pinning in the high field regime where vortex-vort
interaction competes with vortex pinning still needs to
explored. To obtain the maximum current density at hi
fields and temperatures, one can either increase the li
defectdensityor the defectcore size, but at the same time i
is important to have aregular distribution of linear defects,
in order to reduce the effect of vortex-vortex interactions
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE
VORTEX-PINNING POTENTIAL

To find the pinning potential we integrate Eq.~7! over the
full defect
f

« r~R!52
1

2
m0Hc

2E
0

r r E
0

2p

@12uC~R8!u2#h dh dq, ~A1!

with R85ur2Ru5r 21R222rR cosq. Here the origin is at the center of the linear defect,R is the distance from the center o
the vortex to the center of the defect, andR8 is the distance from the vortex to the point (r ,q). With uC(R8)u25R82/(R82

12j2) we obtain
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« r~R!52
«0

2p E
0

r r E
0

2p h dr dq

r 21R222rR cosq12j2 . ~A2!

Integrating overq yields

« r~R!52«0E
0

r r r dr

A~r 21R212j212rR!~r 21R212j222rR!
, ~A3!

which can be written as

« r~R!52«0E
0

r r r dr

A~r 22R212j2!218R2j2
~A4!

from which we obtain

« r~R!52
«0

2
arcsinhF1

2

~r 22R212j2!

&juRu
G

0

r r

~A5!

and

« r~R!52
«0

2 H arcsinhF1

2

~r r
22R212j2!

&juRu
G2arcsinhF1

2

~2R212j2!

&juRu
G J . ~A6!

The depth of the pinning potential« r(0) can be calculated straightforwardly from Eq.~A2! by putting inR50. The result
is

« r~0!52
«0

2
lnF11

r r
2

2j2G . ~A7!

APPENDIX B: THE EFFECT OF THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS ON THE VORTEX-PINNING POTENTIAL

To calculate the effect of thermal fluctuations on the pinning potential we use the same line of derivation as in R
Instead of using a square well potential, we use the Taylor’s expansion of Eq.~7!:

« r~R!'« r~R50!1
«0

2

r r
2

~r r
212j2!2 R25« r~0!1

1

2
kR2 with k5

«0r r
2

~r r
212j2!2 . ~B1!

The first term of Eq.~B1! gives the depth of the potential and the second term is a harmonic oscillator potential. The b
energy of a particle trapped in this harmonic oscillator potential in two dimensions is given by

EB5U01\v with v5Ak

m
. ~B2!

Equation ~B2! is translated back to the vortex picture according to the usual mapping\→T, m→« l , U0→« r(0), T̃dp
r

5b0A« l« r , andk from by Eq.~B1!. We obtain for the effective depth of the pinning potential at low temperatures„note that
« r(0)521/2«0 ln@11rr

2/2j2# is negative…

« r~T!5« r~T50!S 12g
T

T̃dp
r D with g5

&x2

Aln~11x2!~11x2!
. ~B3!

The prefactorg'0.85 forx.1 is only weakly dependent ofx2 and we putg51 and for convenience. Compared to the squ
well potential the effect of thermal fluctuations changes fromf (T/T̃dp

r )512(T/T̃dp
r )2 to 12T/T̃dp

r . As a result the effective
depth of the pinning potential decreases faster with temperature than it was assumed up to now. To obtain the
temperature dependences forB* (T) and j s(T) this extra factorf (T/T̃dp

r ) should be included, together with the temperatu
dependences forj(T) andl(T).
184523-18
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It is obvious that the harmonic oscillator approximation is valid in a limited rangeT!T̃dp
r only. At high temperaturesT

.T̃dp
r it was calculated thatf (T/T̃dp

r )5exp(2T/T̃dp
r ),42 at intermediate temperaturesT&T̃dp

r numerical calculations should b

used to obtain an exact result forf (T/T̃dp
r ).
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